
Dear Ms. Bean, 

 

In his April 1st call for statewide water use reductions and in comments since, 

Governor Brown stated that the mandatory program of restrictions was not directed at 

agriculture.  It has now been learned the proposed conservation framework considers 

farming in San Diego County to be part of the urban landscape and subject to the 

same restrictions designed to curb excessive landscape irrigation.  This provision will 

create undue harm to farmers in San Diego County who are just as important as 

farmers in other parts of the state.  The conservation framework should exclude all 

agriculture as Governor Brown promised, regardless of location. 

 

All water users in San Diego County have made heavy investments in a system that 

includes a variety of water sources.  That investment has been so high as to force 

many local farmers out of business and idle thousands of acres of productive 

farmland.  This investment was done intentionally based on lessons from previous 

droughts with the aim of lessening the impacts of future droughts. This exact strategy 

was promoted by Governor Brown last year when he called for increased regional 

self-reliance.  San Diego County not only heeded that call, but we were practicing it 

long before the governor’s proclamation.  To now say those efforts cannot be used to 

mitigate the impacts of this drought is a powerful disincentive to make future 

investments in local water supplies. 

 

Farmers in San Diego County are no less concerned about the ongoing drought as are 

other Californians. Please consider and act on these comments as a matter of fairness.  

 

We are a family owned business and planted our first avocado trees in the 1970's. We 

have always done everything possible to be water wise.  Going back as far as 2008 we 

requested the Mission Resource Conservation District conduct a comprehensive 

Irrigation System Evaluation to be sure we were as efficient as possible.    We also 

purchased an Ecoflow system and have a water savings incentive program in place 

with the Metropolitan Water District in addition to having stumped many sections of 

our grove the past several years continuing to reduce our water usage.  Further 

cutbacks will result in additional stumping and at some point make farming an 

impossible business to survive in. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Jane Gilligan 

Gilligan Groves 

Oceanside, CA 


